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The ATLAS detector
Designed for pp collisions @ 14 TeV and 1034cm2s−1
Length : 43 m
Diameter : 22 m
Weight : 7000 tons
Beam Pick-up Timing Experiment
BPTX at 175 m from interaction point
Minimum bias trigger scintillator (MBTS)
on inner face of end cap calorimeter
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ATLAS Trigger design goals
• At the LHC design luminosity 1034cm−2s−1 we have bunch
crossing every 25 ns
• ATLAS can afford to write 200Hz to disk for physics analyzes
• Select 5 bunch crossing out of 40000000 per second
• Broad physics program
• W → ℓν ∼ 102 Hz
• tt production O(10 Hz)
• Higgs (100GeV) : 0.1 Hz
• The ATLAS detector is huge
• 108 read out channels
• Event size for physics analysis ∼1.6 MB (Tevatron ∼ 300 kB)
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The ATLAS Trigger/DAQ system
Three-level hierarchy
• Level-1 (L1) : Identify high-pT
objects (Region-of-Interest)
based on coarse information from
calorimeter and muon chambers;
2.5µs max. latency, 75 kHz
output rate
• Level-2 (L2) : L1 RoI seeds the
L2 trigger. Improves RoI
resolution using only a subset of
detector data (∼3%) from the
ROS ; <40ms> processing time,
∼3 kHz output rate
• Event Filter (EF) : Offline-like
algorithms. Receives the full
event; <4s> processing time,
∼200 Hz output rate
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The High-Level trigger
• The HLT runs a step-wise processing of an RoI
• Seeded by input RoI
• Reconstruction of features around L1 RoI seed by feature
extraction algorithm (FEX)
• Apply selection cuts on produced features (Hypo
algorithms)
• Sequences and configurations defined for L2 and EF
individually
• A specific FEX and Hypo configuration defines a trigger
chain
• Collection of chains in the trigger menu
• HLT is software based running on commodity hardware
• 35% of final HLT farm commissioned as scheduled for first
beam
• 850 machines, 2×4 cores, 16 GByte memory, 2.5 GHz
• Machines can be interchanged between L2 and EF, as
needed
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TDAQ monitoring
• Monitoring data from each HLT node received
and published by ’Gatherer’ mechanism
• 1500 nodes in final system, O(100) histograms
per node
• Updates every O(1min)
• Trigger Rate presenter
• Trigger rates per chain
• HLT farm status
• Online Histogram Presenter (OHP)
• Configure a set of histograms displayed in a tab
• Also allows manual histogram checks
• Data Quality Monitoring Framework (DQMF)
• Automated checks on histograms returns data
quality flags in DQM Display for shifter
• Operational Monitoring Display (OMD)
• Displays information from TDAQ infrastructure
-
-
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Trigger configuration
• Distribution of full configuration data (trigger, detector conditions)
to HLT clients from a single DB server through DbProxy
• Delivers O(0.1− 1TB) of configuration data within O(10s)
• Uses a tree structure and each node in the tree reduces the
configuration traffic and the number of connections through
caching and multiplexing
• Trigger menu configuration data stored in a central relational
database (TriggerDB)
• Level-1 trigger menu items and threshold definition
• HLT trigger menu with L2 and EF chains configuration
• Prescale sets
• Design principles:
• No duplication of records
• History is preserved
• User interaction via java-based application "TriggerTool"
• Allows fast update of menu and configuration to the TriggerDB
• See more in "The Configuration System of the ATLAS Trigger" in
poster session N13
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Experience with first beam in 2008
• Splash events : beam at injection energy (450 GeV) dumped into closed
collimators caused high occupancy events
• Beam halo events from circulating beam
• Pixel detector off, Semiconductor tracker (SCT) and Muon detectors at
low voltage
• Extensive use of BPTX as stable reference to time in trigger
• TDAQ system was fully operational
• Selection based on Level-1 result
• HLT algorithms are run, used for streaming purposes, not for rate
reduction
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Experience with first beam in 2008 - timing
September 10 2008:
• Events triggered with BPTX
• Broad timing distribution
• Large overlap between triggers
September 12 2008 :
• Events triggered with MBTS
• Small overlap between MBTS
and calorimeter and muon
• Excellent timing of MBTS relative
to BPTX
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Cosmic ray events
• ATLAS started commissioning with cosmic rays in 2007
• HLT integrated with several subsystems
• Moved back to cosmic ray event after LHC incident
• Goals for the ATLAS trigger
• Test infrastructure (Trigger DB, monitoring)
• Test algorithm performance
• Improve relative L1 trigger timing
• Exercise trigger operation with shifters and experts
Cosmic runs with full ATLAS detectors
• 216M events recorded in 2008 after
LHC incident
• 100M events recorded in June/July
2009 cosmic data taking
• Combined cosmic data taking
resumed in October 2009
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Calorimeter triggers for cosmic rays
• Typically small amount of energy, but high energy tails due to
large showers
• Correlate HLT monitoring with detector monitoring
• Useful for debugging purposes
• Identifying hardware problems that can be addressed during
shutdown
• Problematic LAr cells <1%
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Tracking triggers for cosmic rays - L2
• Three L2 tracking algorithms:
• SiTrack : Combinatorial pairing of innermost silicon tracker hits to
form track seeds and extend to outer layers
• IDScan : Use histogramming technique to identify primary vertex
(PV) position along beam axis. Keep only groups of hits pointing
back to the PV and perform pattern recognition
• TRTSegFinder : Segments identified in the Transition Ration
Tracker (TRT)
• Relax pointing constraints for cosmic track reconstruction
• Large fraction of tracks traversing the tracker during cosmic runs
offline track d0 [mm]
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Cosmic muon triggers
Level-2
• µFast : Reconstruction of the
muon track within the RoI,
using data from muon
precision chambers
(Monitored Drift Chambers)
• TileRODMu : Measuring
energy deposition in the
hadron calorimeter for
identification of low pT muons
Event Filter :
• TrigMuonEF : Combines
muon spectrometer
information with inner detector
(offline-like algorithm).
µFast Performance
• x-axis : Distance of precision
chamber cluster found
• y-axis : Number of hits found in
the Level-1 trigger chambers
• Cluster finding efficiency : 93%
• design goal 99%
• 4.7% loss due to missing MDT data
• 2% loss due to bad MDT calibration
MDT cluster residual (mm)
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Muon triggers
Level-2
• µFast : Reconstruction of the
muon track within the RoI,
using data from muon
precision chambers
(Monitored Drift Chambers)
• TileRODMu : Identification of
low pT by means of energy
deposition in the hadron
calorimeter
Event Filter :
• TrigMuonEF : Combines
muon spectrometer
information with inner detector
(offline-like algorithm).
TileRODMu Performance
• Looks for energy deposition
compatible with MIP
• Expected mean value from
simulations at 2.5 GeV
• Cell energy threshold at
300 MeV
Energy (GeV)
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Developments exercised in 2009 cosmic ray run
• HLT prescale update is now possible during a run
• Change happens at the luminosity block boundary
• Allows to control rates during a run
• Calibration data written out in parallel to physics data taking
• Uses new functionality that builds partial events with data from a
chosen group of sub detector data
• Minimizes the impact on TDAQ resources
• Maximizes event rates of calibration events
• Collected calibration data for pixel, inner detector, tile calorimeter,
Level-1
• HLT algorithm access to detector conditions updated at begin of
run
• Monitoring improvements
• Possible to correlate monitoring between L1/HLT/detectors
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Conclusions (1/2)
• Gained valuable experience during operation with cosmic ray
and single beam events
• 300M events recorded during 2008/2009 cosmic ray runs
• Small sample of beam splash and beam-halo events was extremely
useful for relative trigger/detector timing improvement
• Trigger / DAQ system was ready and operational for first beam
• Many new developments have been tested during 2008/2009
cosmic ray runs
• Resumed cosmic data taking in October - getting ready for beam
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Conclusions (2/2)
• HLT commissioning strategy with beam/collisions established
• Start with BPTX for initial timing
• Proceed by adding MBTS, L1 Muon, L1 Calo
• HLT running without active selection, used for streaming
• Gradually activate HLT selection
• The ATLAS High-Level Trigger is ready for collisions
• Many long runs with cosmics running recording data at 300Hz
without show-stoppers
• Many high-rate tests with Monte Carlo data pre-loaded on the
ROS. Achieved Rates: L1 ∼80kHz, L2 ∼4kHz, EF ∼250Hz
• For collisions at 10 TeV and L = 1031cm−2s−1 we expect (from MC
studies) : L1 ∼ 9kHz, L2 ∼ 1kHz, EF ∼120Hz
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